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The self-energy correction for an electron bound in an electrostatic potential is examined in co-
ordinate space. The binding potential is assumed to be spherically symmetric and local but not
necessarily Coulomb. Subtractions that remove infinite renormalization terms and lower-order terms
are given as operators in coordinate space in order to facilitate numerical evaluations of the level
shift. This approach is expected to be applicable to calculations of finite-nuclear-size corrections
and electron-screening corrections to the self-energy, and to calculations of higher-order quantum-
electrodynamic corrections where the self-energy diagram is part of a more complex external-field
Feynman diagram.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that quantum-electrodynamic (@ED)
corrections are an integral part of the theory of atomic
energy levels. The largest @ED effect in most atoms
is the lowest-order self-energy correction, which corre-
sponds to the virtual emission and reabsorption of a pho-
ton by the bound electron. Even in the simple case of
an electron bound in a pure Coulomb field, the precise
theoretical determination of this correction has required
extensive numerical calculations. A number of methods
of formulating the numerical calculation of the electron
self-energy have been discussed [1—4], and numerical cal-
culations based on these formulations have been done re-
cently [5—7]. A necessary feature of any such work is the
subtraction of the infinite mass renormalization in such a
way that a numerical evaluation of the remainder is fea-
sible. In this paper, we provide a formulation of the self-

energy calculation for an arbitrary spherically symmetric
I

local binding potential in which the infinities associated
with mass renormalization are removed by subtractions
made in coordinate space. This work has two objectives
which have not been fully met by existing nrethods. One
is to provide a basis, that, includes the region of low rru-

clear charge Z, for precise calculations of the self-energy
of an atomic electron bound in a. field that is not a pure
Coulomb field. The other objective is to provide a basis
for calculatiorss of the self-energy when it is embedded
in a higher-order Feynman diagram. The latter appli-
cation has been made with a preliminary versior& of this
method in a calculation of the electron screening correc-
tion to the self-energy, where the efI'ect on the self-energy
from a correction to the Coulomb potential is evaluated
in first-order perturbation theory [8].

In a previous paper, the @ED expression for the self-

energy correction, AEsE, has been written as the sun&

AEsE ——AEI. + AFH of a low-energy part AEI alld a
high-energy part AEtt[3], where (in units in which h =
c=m, = I)
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dx2 dxi q~„(x~)o'„G(xp, xy, z)cr"Wn(xr) —Sm dx pt (x)py (x)
&21 (2)

and where b = i [(E„—z)—+iS,Re(b) ) 0, and
x2q ——xq —xq. In these expressions, P„and E„are the
eigenfunction and eigenvalue of the Dirac equation for the
bound state n, and Q is the Green's function for the Dirac
equation corresponding to the operator G = (H —z)
where H = n p + V + P is the Dirac Hamiltonian.
The indices t and rn are summed from 1 to 3, and the
index p is summed from 0 to 3. The contour C~ extends
from —i~ to 0 —ie and from 0 + ie to +ioo, with the

appropriate branch of 6 chosen in each case. Notational
details are defined in Appendix A.

The expressions in (I) and (2) contain no assump-
tions concerning the external electrostatic potential ex-
cept that the spectrum of the Dirac Hamiltonian resem-
bles the Coulomb spectrum in a way that is evident from
the derivation in Ref. [3]. We shall assume in addition
that the orders of magnitude of the various Dirac opera-
tors for bound states of the external field are comparable
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to their counterparts in a Coulomb field to the extent that
the identification of lower-order and higher-order terms
made in the following discussion has validity.

The low-energy part in (1) is finite, so that subtrac-
tions are not necessary. However, it contains a finite
part of the renormalization, and the physical level shift
is smaller by a factor of order (Za)~. In order to identify
the physically relevant part of (1), we explicitly calculate
the lower-order terms in Sec. II.

The main focus of this paper is on the high-energy part,
for which we describe a method of isolating the divergent
terms and carrying out the mass renormalization in coor-
dinate space. A subtraction function is formulated that
allows the removal of the lower-order terms and the in-

finities associated with mass renormalization pointwise,
prior to carrying out the numerical integrations. Point-
wise subtraction is not necessary to obtain a finite result,
i.e. , the subtraction could be carried out at a later stage
of the calculation, but it is found that early removal of
the problematic terms significantly improves the conver-
gence of the numerical integrations. This approach can

be extended to renormalize the self-energy diagram when

it is embedded in a higher-order bound-state Feynman di-

agram, and it makes calculation of the Fourier transform
of the wave functions unnecessary.

As a test case, this formulat, ion has been applied to
the calculation of the high-energy part of the Coulomb
self energy. That work is planned to be described in a
separate paper [9].

II. I OW-ENERGY PART

The low-energy part of the self-energy is finite and can
be calculated to sufficient accuracy that it is not neces-

sary to subtract the parts that are lower order than the
physical result prior to integration. Methods of evalu-
ation of the complete low-energy part are described in

Refs. [3, 10, 7]. Those calculations are applied to the
Coulomb field case, but the formulation in terms of the
radial Green's functions is applicable to a broad range of
spherically symmetric external fields. In particular, the
general expression for the real part of the low-energy part
is [3]

Q' Q'

AEJ. ———E„——P
7r

F„ OO OO

dz dz2z2 dziz, ) ) f-,.(z2)G'„'(z~, zi, z) f-. (zi)A'„(zg, zi),
0 0 i,j=l

where f, are the components of the radial wave function, i = 3 —i, G'„& are the components of the radial Green s

functions, and A„are functions that arise from the photon propagator. Detailed definitions of the notation are

given in Ref. [3]. The explicit low-order parts given in Ref. [3] apply to a Coulomb field, and the corresponding
generalization is derived in this section. It is of interest to identify the lower-order terms not only to isolate the
physical part of the correction, but also to verify that these terms cancel the corresponding terms in the high-energy

part. The identification of the lower-order terms made here is based on orders of magnitude that are valid for an
electron in a Coulomb field, but the calculations are done for an arbitrary external field. Some remarks on Coulomb
orders of magnitude are made in Appendix B.

To calculate the terms of order lower than (Za)~, we write the low-energy part in terms of operators as [3]

Q'

AEI. ———E„— P
4x2

1 k'k~ 1
dk — 6( — Q'

k k2 n p —n k+ V+ P —E„+k —ib

and expand the right-hand side of (4), neglecting terms that are higher order than first in V and 1 —E„, or higher
order than second in n p

1 1

~.p —~ k+ V+ p —E„+k —ib q2E„k
1 —E2

i

i(n k —P —E„+k)

1
(cx k —p —E„+k)(n p+ V)(n k —p —E„+k)

4k2

(6)

1
(a k —p —E„+k)(x p (n. k —p —E„+k)~ p (a. k —p —E„+k)+ (5)

Neglected terms in this expansion contribute corrections of order (Zn) In(Za) 2 or higher. By dropping terms that
are odd in k, and taking into account the fact that,

(E„+P)a'~n) = a'(E„—P)in)
= a'(n p+ V)~n)

in estimating orders of magnitude, we find that, the right-hand side of (5) has the same leading terms as

1 1 —F2 1 2 2 2

2F„k (P + E„—k) + " — [2a k p . k —2k' . p + 2k V + 2(p k) —kp ] + .
4k 4k2

(7)
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Substitution of (7) into (4) and integration over k yields

&E. = —.[ —,'E-+ (~) ——,'(I —E.')+ —.
'

( p)

+-'(V) —-'(p )+O((Zn) ln(Z ) )].
(8)

The replacements, based on the Dirac equation (see Ap-
pendix B),

1 —E„' (P) —E„—(V) + O((Z )"),
(~ I ) -E- —()3) —(V) (9)

(p') —(~ I ) + O((»)')
in (8) give

AEI, = [ E„—+ -—(P) + —(V) + O((Zo) In(Za) )].

(10)

rious low-order terms vanish [12].
The numerically significant part of the low-energy part

of the self-energy is calculated by evaluating the complete
expression for AEL in (3) and numerically solving (11)
to obtain fr. (Za) I.n the cases where Z is small, this pro-
cedure entails substantial numerical cancellation, but it
has been demonstrated that such an approach is feasible.

III. REGULARIZATION

The high-energy part in (2) is only formal, in the sense
that each of the two terms is infinite, and the diH'erence
is finite. To make the terms separately finite, a scheme
such as dimensional regularization, Pauli-Villars regular-
ization, etc. , is needed. In this work, the Pauli-Villars
method is employed [13]. It is implemented by making
the replacement

The physical part of the low-energy part is thus isolated
in a function fr. (Zcr) defined by

1 1

q2+ib q2+ib
1

q2 —A2+ ib
(12)

&El. = — -', E + -', (P) + —', (V) +, fr.(»)
in the momentum-space expression for the photon prop-
agator. In coordinate space, this corresponds to the re-
placement

e
—bzgI e

I

e
—b XgI

In a pure Coulomb field E„= (P), and this result coin-
cides with the earlier result specialized to that case [3].

The fact that this direct expansion procedure correctly
isolates the lower-order terms is related to the fact that
the low-energy part is written in the form of the Coulomb
gauge. It was recognized in early work by Kroll and
Lamb [11]that such an expansion can be employed in the
Coulomb gauge to obtain the lowest-order Lamb shift.
The analogous procedure in the Feynman gauge leads
to an expansion that does not converge due to infrared
photon contributions. Fried and Yennie encountered this
problem and identified an alternative gauge in which spu-

where

&21 &21 &21

b' = i (E„—z) ——A-' +ib, Re(b') & 0. (14)

|Im ~ bm(A) = —
[~ ln(A ) + I~].

The full regularized expression is then

In this case, the mass renormalization term bm is given
by the corresponding term calculated with the regular-
ized photon propagator with the result

A EH —— lim . dz dx2
A~oo $7f g

dxt P„(xz)n„G(xg) xt, z)n" P„(xt)

—bm(A) f dx Pt (x)PP„(x)
)

(16)

which, added to the low-energy part AEI. , yields the
finite physical result.

IV. SINGULAR TERMS

Although the integration over z in (16) is exponentially
damped at large ~z~ when z2) g 0, the unregulated in-

tegral is infinite, because the point z2i ——Q is included
in the range of the coordinate-space integration. To iso-
late the divergent terms, we examine the integrand in the
immediate vicinity of z2~ ——Q, and consider various ex-
pansions about this point. In particular, we employ three
expansions. First, the Dirac Green's function in (16) is

expanded in powers of the external potential V:

G(X2, Xt, Z) = F(X2, X), Z)

dxsF(X2, xs, z)V(xs)F(xs, xt, z)

+ ~ (17)

where F(xg, xt, z) is the free-electron Dirac Green's func-
tion. Terms not included in the expansion in (17), when

substituted into (16), give a finite contribution that, is of
order (Zo) . The second expansion is the power-series
expansion of the wave function in (16):
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P„(xq) = P„(X2)+ (x~ —x2) V2 P„(x2)

+-,'(~', —*',)(zp —*2 ), p„(x2) +

(18)

V(xs) = V(x2) + (19)

where the indices I, m are summed from 1 to 3. This
expansion is made to take into account the fact that the
dominant contribution to the function at large ~z~ comes
from the region where z21 0. A series expansion of the
wave function to isolate the renormalization terms has
been employed in a calculation of the electromagnetic
self-energy of quarks in a cavity [14, 15j; special features
of the cavity potential considerably simplified that calcu-
lation, and a coordinate-space subtraction was not made.
The series in (18) corresponds to an asymptotic expan-
sion in ~z~

' for the integrand of the integral over z in

(16), as suggested by the example given in Appendix C.
It also corresponds to an expansion in powers of p, and
to a certain extent, powers of Zo. The third expansion
1S

in the second term on the right-hand side of (17). Higher-
order terms in (19) correspond to commut, ators of V and
F. In the present approach, we isolate the terms cor-
responding to the first term in (17) and three terms in

(18), together with the second term in (17), the first term
in (18), and the term in (19). This group of four terms
contains all the divergences, and in the Coulomb case,
all the parts of order lower than (Zcr) in (16). One of
the terms isolated here is finite, i.e. , the first term of
(17) taken with the third term of (18), but it is of order
p (Zn)~, and is removed to improve the numerical
accuracy at low Z. The terms listed above are calculated
exactly for an arbitrary spherically symmetric potential
in terms of expectation values of simple operators in the
following section.

The direct expansion of the high-energy part described
above correctly calculates the power series in (Zcr) up
to order (Zu)4, despite the fact that the expression is
written in the Feynman gauge. The spurious low-order
terms that appear in the expansion of the complete self-
energy in this gauge are not present, because the soft-
photon contributions that give rise to these terms are
isolated in the low-energy part ~

V. CALCU LAT ION OF THE SING ULAR TERMS
~ ~

The singular terms defined in the preceding section are denoted by AEH', where i indicates the order in V, and

j indicates the order in the power series in (18).
The leading term is

2%2

~-bxg1
dx2 dX1 „X2 QF K2y Xg ) S A „X2 (20)

where the free Green's function

F(x2, xq, z) = lim G(x2, x~, z)
Za 0

is given explicitly by cl &'. CZg1

F(x2 x&, z) =
l

+ 2 I
&~ »&+~+z

&z&) 4VrZ2g
'

(21)

(22)

with c = (1 —z ),Re(c) & 0. In (20), integration over x& is elementary,

-beg)
dxy F(x2) xi, z)

Z21

( 1= (P+ z) I(5+ c
1

b'+ c) ' (23)

so that

&&H' = — dz (2& —z)
I

(o o) ck

Zl (b+ c b'+ cp

Integration over z yields (see Appendix D)

(24)

-E. 41ln A2 + 2 + 4" In 1+E2 +0 A
3E2 —2 1 —F„

8@2 4Z4 (25)

The second term is
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27ri
dxg dx( pt (xg)n„F(xg, x), z)n" (x, —xp) V p„(x)

( -b~„e
—b'x. gg

!

)
(26)

Integration over x~ yields

—bxgg

dx, F(xq) xg) z)(xg —xq)
~

Hence

bFH' = —. dZ 3 (n p )!(0 1) 1 ( 1

7rl ib+ c

and

c-'*- ) i t' c c+
zg) ) 3 (b+ c b'+ c (b+ c)~ (b'+ c)~)

1 c c
b' + c (b + c)~ (b' + c)~ ) '

(27)

(28)

(29)

The next term

sz~''& =
27C2

Gfxp Dixie xg Q'pF xg) xy ) z Q

x ~(zI —z~}(z, —z~ ), P„(x)
,-b „)

is evaluated with the aid of

—br'(
dx) F(xp) x)) z)(z, —z~)(z'," —z~ )

to give

—b'x2g

)
(

3 I ))()P ) I (b+ )3 (bl + )3~1

~~(0,2)

jr 2

1 1
3 ((2~ )& ) (b+ c)3 (b'+ c)3 (32)

with the result

6+ 3E'+ F.'
(33)

The last term is the correction linear in V,

dxg dxg P„(xp)n„ dx3F(xp, x3, z)

t'
x V(x~}F(x3,x, , z)n" P„(xq)

—b'xwg

(34)

In view of the operator identity

ao —z Ho —z
(35)

the integral over the product of F's is

and so

0dx3F(X&)X3)Z)F(X3)x&)Z)F(X9)X])Z+E)
OE'

c=O
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—bxgg

dx2 dx~ P„(x2)n„V(x2) l

—+(x2i xi, z + &) &"Wn(X2)
&21

-b'r~~

)
(37)

Integration over xq according to (23), and differentiation with respect to e yields

n ( 1 1 5 z ( 1 1

(b+ c b'+ r c ((b+ c)2 (b'+ c)'r

aIld

(38)

(40)

(41)

(42)

(Pp ) = (P) (E„—1) —2 (V) —(PV ),
to give

6 —9E„+7E4 1 —E2

12E4 2Es

DEHI' l ——(V) -' ln(A ) + " — „"in (1+E„) ~

— V 2 — in (1+E„) + O(A ) . (39)

The above terms are combined into a high-energy analytic part AE~, defined by

AEg — lim AEHi' + AEHI'1+ AE~~' ~+ AEHI' l —bm(A) (p)
A~oo

where the last term is the renormalization term from (2). Taking advantage of the Dirac equation to replace (n p )
by E„—(P) —(V), we have

3(1+E ) 12Es(1+E') 4E4
W

+(V) 2
" q" —

~ in(1+ E ) + V —2+ in(1+E )
) E i

E2

+ (E.p'), "," —,in (1+E„'), + (pp') —,",", +, in (1+ E„')

The divergent terms vanish in the sum (41) as expected. The terms containing p can be eliminated with the aid of
the Dirac equation ident, ities (see Appendix B):

(E„p') = E„(E„'—1) —2E„' (V) + (E„V'),

(5+ 9E„')(3—6E„' —E„') (1 —E2)(5

3+ 6E~ —E~

'3E2(1+ E2)2 , ln(1+E„') + V —2+, ln(1+E„')
~

n

+(E„V )
" "— ln(1+E„) +(pV )

" "— ln(1+E„)
~

(43)

With Coulomb orders of magnitude as a guide, but not assuming the Coulomb identity (p) = E„, we identify the
parts of AE~ that are of order lower than (Za)~ by expanding in powers of 1 —E„:

o t, 2ln2 —1 ~ l ~ 7 3 —2ln2
AEg ——— E„' —

s + (1 —E„) + (p) —
s + (1 —E„)")

&

' ' ")
y (V) (

——2h 2) y V) (2in2 —2) + D((ga) )
n

This expression is simplified by taking advantage of the facts that (see Appendix B)

(44)
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E-(1 —E') = (~) —E- —(t') + ~((~n)'),
(~) (1 —E ) = (~) —E —(~)+~((~ ) ) (45)

to obtain

V = V +0 Zo.
F.„

= —,(--'E —-'(&) —-'(V) + ~((~ )')] (46)

We note that the leading terms cancel the corresponding terms in the low-energy part.
In view of this relation, and the fact that the leading terms cancel in the total self-energy, it is convenient to isolate

the remainder of the analytic part, in terms of a function fg(Zn) by writing

~EA —— --E„—- (p) —- (v) + fA(zn) ~.
s z r (»)'
6 ~ 3 6 rn3 (4?)

It follows from (43) that

fA(») =
~ (E —P) + E„(1—E„) — ~" + s ln (1+E„)n

, I (I+E„') . (4S)

+ (V) "2 2"
2

" —
4

ln (1+E„) + V —2+ ln (1+E2)")
12E4(1+ E~) 2Es "( ") + (~ ) 3Es(I+ Es)2

The first term on the right-hand side is isolated to minimize numerical cancellations for small Ze.

VI. CALCULATION OF THE SUBTRACTION FUNCTIONS

The singular terms identified in the preceding section are examined further in this section to obtain the corresponding
expressions as functions of z, z2, and z~, This is done so that the numerical subtraction can be made pointwise before
integration over these variables, in order to minimize the loss of accuracy associated with the removal of these terms.
In particular, we calculate a remainder AFB by pointwise subtraction of the singular terms from the complete high-
energy part

AF~ ——AFH —AFg. (49)

The main consideration is that the same numerical integration formula be applied to both terms, so that the dominant
integration errors in the complete term and the subtraction term are equal and opposite and largely cancel. In addition,
the integral of the difference is finite, so the regulator subtraction is unnecessary and will not be included in this part
of the calculation. The functions I~ ~ &1(z2, z~, z) give pointwise values of the integrands of the singular terms:

27K I C
dg2 Z2 d*, z', IC~'i1(z„z, , z). (50)

The first term, (20), corresponds to

—bxg1

) = dB2 dO~ P„(xq)n„F(x2, x~, z)n"P„(xq)
&21

The integral over Aq is (see Appendix E)
—bx g1

dQ, cz„F(x2,xi, z)n"
&21

where

e-~'+'1" r' e 1 l
d( R' gR R'p l

in. x~(z, —(z~) + 2P —z, (52)

R = (z, —2 p z(z+ z, )
' ~ (53)
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In view of the fact that

())dt (x)cx x(t)„(x) = 0, (54)

we have

-(b+c)R
K ' (zz, zz, z) = f dBz d„(xz) d( z (2P —z)qi„(xz),R2

and hence

-(b+c)RI«" (Z2, », «) = F.'(.2) d( 2 (2p —~)F-(Z2)
R

(56)

where the notation is defined in Appendix A.
The second term is

I~( ')(z, z„z) = dQ2 d01 „X2 Ap F X2 X1}Z O' X1 X2 V „X e -begs

X=X2 z

with the corresponding angle integral (see Appendix E)

dA1 &)dF(X2z Xl z Z)A (Zl —Z2 )
g21

—(b+c)R
df R' iR R2)l

—+
l

i&' R'Z2Z2 + 2(1 —&')zl(p(~ —Sz'2i2 ) + (2p —z)(Z2 —Ezl)i2

g/ith the aid of the identities (see Appendix A)

(58)

f dn yt (x)i(n x)(x V)y (x) = F„(z)cdp —F (z),

~

~

)' 0
dA pt„(x)i~ Vp„(x) = F„(z)o(p ~

— + p —
~

F (z),z z)
dQ Pt (x)(2P —z)x V(t)„(x) = F„(z)(2P—z) F„(z),

(59)

we obtain

»(' 'l(Z2, z, .) = F,', (z, )

-(b+c)R

d( («+1)~p —
I

—+ R, I (1 —(')zl~p
I

—
p2

(9 (c 1) 2 2
t' 8

—(z, —(z, )(2P —z) F„(z,).
(9Z2

(60)

The next term is

I1 ' (Z2, Zl z Z) = dA2 dQ1 z(t~(X2)Q')dF(X2z Xl, Z)rr 2(zl —Z2)(Z1 —Z2 ) ) $~(x)
X=X2

e -bx2y

(61)

We retain only the diagonal part of this term,

Id, D
' (z2, zl, z) = d02 dQ, P„(X2)a„FD(x2,x, , z)n"-'(z', —z2)(z, —Z2 ), 4„(x)zl zrn

X=X2

e -bx21
(62)

corresponding to the diagonal part of the free Green's function,

CX21

FD(x2, xl, z) = (P + z)
4+@21

The off-diagonal term is not necessary for the calculation, and it gives no contribution to the final result, i.e. ,

OO

dzl Zl I~ (Z2z z) z ~) I~D (Z2z Zlz i)
0

(64)
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The relevant angle integral is

—6Xg1

dA(cE„FD(x2, x), z)a" (z', —z', )(z, —z2 )
Z21

(65)

which together with (see Appendix A)

d~1 &.'( )(2P — )( &)'& ( ) = F.'(*)(2P —),F ( )

2
d() P)(x)(2P —:)T7)P(x) = F„(x)(2P—z) (—,x —,) F (x),

(66)

yields

I~D' l(Z2, Z), z) = F„(Z2)
—(b+c)R 2 2

*2

(67)

The term proportional to V is

~- begs
I~ ' (z2, z), z) = — dQ2 dO) P„(x2)a„dxsF(x2) x3, z)V(x2)F(xs, xg) z)n"P„(x2)

&21

B ~
—begs

dA2 dQ) P„(x2)&pV(x2) F( xx2)l) z+ E) '& Pn(x2)
BE

~ —p +21

(68)

Following (51) through (56), and differentiating with respect to E, we obtain

I'(' 'l(z„z„z) = F„'(z,)
-(b+c)R

d(
z

R2 V(Z2) l
1 —(2P —z)~- F~(z2), (69)

where the spherical symmetry of V(x) has been taken into account.
The complete subtraction function Ii~(z2, z), z) is the sum

Ag( ) )) ): ' '
( ) )) )+ ' '

( 2) )) )+AD ( 2) y)z)+I% ' (z2)zy)z)

of the individual terms that are obtained above and summarized below:

li( ' )(Z2, z), z) = F( Z)2Q ()Z2, z), z)(2P —=)F„( )Z, 2

(70)

(71)

I~ ' (z2, z), z) = F„( )z2Q2(z2, zq, z)nP —Q3(z2 zg z)z, nP —P
, (() (l T B 2 B K

Z2 Z2 2z2 j
0—Q4(z2, zi, z)(2P — ) F„(z2),

OZ2
(72)

,-(P,2) T B' 1 B )(:(~+P))
I~E) ( 2) )) ) = F)) ( 2) P Q5( 2 )) ) 2 Q6( 2) 1 )*i 2

—— +, I F-(z2) (73)
2 Qxg BZ2 z2 Bz2 2z2 )

)) ' (x), xl, z):P (x )V(x))
l
Q)(x), x), )) —(2P —z) —Q)(x), x), z)) F ()x.)„

C
(74)

The derivatives of the radial wave function can be eliminated from (72) and (73) with the aid of the radial differential
equation, which gives
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F„(z) =
i

n(1 —pE„) —(1+pa) —+ npV(z) ~ F„(z)z
(75)

and

0' ( 1 ) 8 ( 1 c)V(z))
c)z 2

F (z) =
I n(1 —PE ) —(1+Pa)—+nPV(z) I + (z)+1(1+P~) , +—nP

I
& (z).

z ) z z (76)

The functions Q; are given by

-(b+e)R
Qi(»» &) =

—1

=P 2, (77)

-(b+c)R
Q2(z2| zi, ~) = d(, (cR+ 1) = cP 1 + P

—1

(78)

-(b+c)R
Q.(», z„.) = d(, (ca+1)(1—g')

—1

3
'2(z2 + z, )(cP-1 + P-2) —(cP1 + Po) —(z2 —z, ) (cP 3+ P 4)2z9z 1

(7S)

-(b+c)R
Q4(z» z» &) = 4, (z3 —(zi)

—1

= 1
Pp+ (z, —z, )P 2,2 — 2

2
(8o)

1

Q&(» zi ~) = d(c +' =Po
—1

(81)

Qs(z3, zi, ~) =
—(b+e)R

(1 —(')
R

1

, .2(.3~+.21)Po —P2- (.,'- ",)'P 2,
(2z2zi)3 . (82)

-(b+e)R
Q7(zg, zi, z) = d(

—1

=P 1 ~ (83)

In the above equations, the functions Q, are expressed in terms of a set of integrals p; defined by

1 X'g+X'1

dg pie-(b+c)R dg g(i+1) (b+c)R—
1 Z2Z 1

Integration over R is relatively convenient for analytic or numerical evaluation.
In terms of the function KA(z2, zi, z) in (70), we write the modified high-energy part as

(84)

0'
AEg —— . dz

27l l
dZ2 Z2

2
OO 2

dzi z,
~ ) ) f;(z2)G'„(z2, zi, z)f~(zi)A„(zs, zi)

f;(z2)G*.'(z2i zi —~)-f;(zi)A."(z2, zi) ItA(z2, zi &)

(85)

where the notation of Eq. (3) is employed, with the ex-
ception that the functions A'„& are defined diA'erently here,
as described in Ref. [3]. A corresponding numerical func-
tion fB(Zn) is defined by

The total high-energy part is the sum

fH(Zn) = fA(Zn) + fR(Zn), (87)

b.FJ3 ——— fR (Zn)
n (Zn)4

(86) with fA(Zn) given by (48) and fR(Zn) given by (85)
together with (86).
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VII. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

The total self-energy is given by and

(o L+ 1) g"„(x)= —~g„"(x) (A4)

AE„= — F(Zn)m, e,n (Za)'
7 n3

where

(88)
o. x y"„(x) = —y" „(x). (A5)

In view of the spherical symmetry assumed in this work,
it is useful to make the separation

F(Zn) = fr (Zn) + fH(Zn) (89)
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from (11) and (87).
The foregoing discussion provides a prescription for re-

moving the renormalization terms from the bound-state
self-energy diagram in such a way that a complete numer-
ical evaluation is feasible for a broad class of external po-
tentials. The renormalization subtraction is carried out
before numerical integration over the two radial coordi-
nates or integration over the intermediate-state energy
parameter, so numerical integration errors are not am-
plified by the subtraction process. The fact that the sub-
traction term is relatively simple is particularly beneficial
in the case where the self-energy diagram is embedded in
a more complex I'eynman diagram. On the other hand,
the subtraction term does not, cancel term by term in
the summation over intermediate angular momentum in

(85), so the slow convergence of that sum is not improved
by t, he subtract, ion. This factor can be compensated in
the numerical evaluation by the introduction of a high-
order asymptotic expansion in the sum to carry out an
analytic summation of the leading orders [9].

(I 0n V=n xi, — z —P—
izDz z j (A6)

in the gradient term in the Dirac equation, where

K = P(o. . L+ 1) (A7)

is the Dirac angular monroe»turn operator. The operator
I& gives

ancl

I~tt„(x) = —~P„(x) (A8)

Ii.n x4„(x) = —~n xP„(x).

1 0
VP„(x) = n x — z + P —

~
P„{x),zBz zj (A10)

1 ct Ii7' p„(x) = n x ——z —p — p„(x)zctz z

„(I 8=n x~ — z+p —
~

t zBz zj
„(1 ct

xn x
i

— z+ p —
i p„(x)z z zj

t'1 8~ ztz+P))
(z Bzs zs (A11)

The range of ~ is all nonzero integers. It immediately
follows that

APPENDIX A

Some known background material and definitions of
notation are given here. The Dirac equation is

Substitution of the identity in (A6) into tlie full Dirac
equation in (A 1) yields t, he two-component, radial Dirac
equation

( 1 0
~

nP — -z+ n —+ V(z)+ P —E„~ F„(z) = 0, (A12)zBz z j
[—in V + V(x) + P —E„]$„(x)= 0,

where the 4 x 4 matrices n and P are given by

(Al)

(A2)

(A13)

is the radial wave function. The mat, rices in (A12) are
the components of o. are the Pauli spin matrices, and I
is the 2 x 2 identity matrix. Since we are dealing only
with spherically symmetric potentials, the wave function
is writ, ten as [16]

fi(z)X".(x)
f ( )x".{ )

(A3)

where y"„(x) is a two-component eigenfunction of total
angular momentum wit, h t, he properties that

{A14)

In this paper, in expressions containing the full wave
function hatt„{x), n, and P refer to the 4 x 4 Dirac matrices
defined in (A2), and in expressions containing the radial
wave funct, ion F„(z), o and P denote the corresponding
2 x 2 mat, rices defined in (A14).
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APPENDIX B ip i
Zn. (87)

H =dx p+V+p
satisfies the operator identity

PH + HP = 2PV + 2,

(Bl)

(82)

since Pcz+ czP = 0. Taking the expectation value of (82)
in the state n yields

Some details in the derivation of Dirac expectation-
value identities and order-of-magnitude arguments em-
ployed in this paper are supplied in this appendix.

The Dirac Hamiltonian

As a consequence, we have, for example,

(v) = (- ' ) = g ((z-)"),

(p ) = O((Zn) ),

(V') = O((Zn) )

(88)

These est, imates, together with the fact that the small

components of the wave function are of order (Zn) rela-

tive to the large components, lead directly to

(n p ) = O((»)')
(83) E =1+O((Zn) )

(89)

and

(p') = (( p)')
= ((E„—V —P}')
= E„' —1 —2E. (V)+ (V'),

Two additional exact, identities are (~V) = (V) + O((Z ) )

(Vn p ) = O((Zn) ).

(84) Hence,

I - E.'= E.((P) - E-) - («)
= (P) —E„—(V) + O((Zn)'),

= —((E —V —&)&(E —V —&))
= (~) (E.'-1) -2(V) - (uV') (85)

In both of the above equations, (83) is taken into account
to simplify the result.

Coulomb order-of-magnitude est, imates are based on
the fact that in a Coulomb bound state, the radial co-
ordinate z and momentum p have orders of magnitude
given by

1

ZQ'

(p') =((n p)') (810)

= —,
' (n p (E.—V —P) + (E„—V P)& p —)

p ) + O((Zn) ).

APPENDIX C

This appendix gives an example that indicates that the
power-series expansion of the wave function discussed in
Sec. IV leads to an asymptotic expansion for large values
of )z[ of the integrand in Eq. (2). A simple expression
with the essential features of (2) is

e -ytXq-X1)
x(y) = J dxg f xd) f(x [ga)+ yb (xg —xy)] g g(x&).

47t' xs —xy
(C1)

If g(xq) is expanded about the point x2 we have

g(xq) = g(x2) + (xq —x~) V2 g(xs) + -(z& —z&)(z& —z2 ) &
g(x2) +.. . . (C2)

Term by term integration over xq in (Cl) is elementary, and yields

Q 2 6 2
u(y) = — dxf(x) g(x) — dxf(x) b . V g(x) + dxf(x)V' g(x) + .

3/2 3
(C3)

where the three terms correspond to the three terms in (C2). Since gradients of the wave function are proportional
to the momentum, the series depicted above is a power series in p or Za, as well as an asymptotic series in y

APPENDIX D

Ir& Sec. V, the result of integration over z is given for a number of singular terms in the high-energy part. In this
appendix, we indicate a method of evaluation of the integrals for one example:
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1

2

1
d=: z

b+ c b'+ c) (Dl)

Changes of variables y = —i' on the positive imaginary axis and y = iz on the negative imaginary axis lead to
' CX)

1
J =21m dy y

y —i E„+(1 + y~) I &'

1

[~'+ (y —IE-)']'"+(I+ y')") (D2)

In the second term in (D2), we make the replacement (1+y~) I) ~ y with a resulting change in the integral of order
A I. To integrate each of the two terms in (D2) separately, we introduce a temporary cutoff

I =2Im lim
Y oo

Y 1
dyy I(y —i E„+(1 + y~) I &2

1

[g2 + (y I'E )2]I/2 + y
+ O(~-I), (D3)

where the limit Y oo is taken before the limit A ~ oo. Each integral can be evaluated analytically, with the result
for large Y that

Y dy, = "
2 ln{2Y) — + " ln(1+ E„) ~ + O(Y )

y —iE„+ 1+ y-' I)'2 4
(D4)

and

A2
2 Im dy . = "

2 In(2Y) —In(A )— (A' ' ( E')—1 In(1 — "[ +O(Y ').') (D5)

Taking the difference for large A yields

E. , 3E„' —2 1 —E„'I= "
in)A )+ "2 +, "in(i+8 '))+O(A „').

n n

The remaining integrals in Sec. V can be evaluated in this way.

(D6)

APPENDIX E

Formulas pertaining to integration over dB& in Sec. VI are given here. The calculation is facilitated by expressing
the integral in terms of spherical angles 8 and P of xI relative to the direction of x2. In particular, we write

xI ——zI cos p sin 0 a+ zI sin /sin 8 b+ z) cos 0 x2, (EI)

where a and b are orthogonal unit vectors in the plane perpendicular to xq. For ( = cos 0, R = (z~ —2z2zI(+ z, )'
and f a function of R, we have

dBI(xI —x2) f(R) = d( d&p (z)cosp/I —( a+ zI sin i)))gl —( b+ zI( x2 —x2) f(R)

d(((z I —z ~ )x g f(R) (E2)

an(i

d~II(zI —*2)(zI —z7) f{R)= {zI cos Qgl —( a' + zI s111 Qgl —( b' + zI( z2 —z2)

x {zi cos g/I —(2 a + zI sin peal —(2 b + zI( z2 —z2 ) f(R)
1

d( z, 2(1 —( )(a'a + b'b"') + (zI( —z2) zzzz f(R)
1

4 [R"2z2'+ —,'(I- (')zI(bI —»'.*2 )] f(R)
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